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 “Success is no accident, it is hard work, perseverance learning, sacrifice and most of all love 
what you do” 
“Sukses bukanlah kebetulan, sukses adalah kerja keras, tekun belajar, berkorban dan yang 
terpenting ialah mencintai pekerjaan anda! 
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           The objectives of this research are to investigate the problems faced by Thai students in 
writing English composition and describe the strategies used by Thai students to overcome their 
writing problems. 
 
           The researcher used descriptive qualitative research design.The data were collected by 
using interview and documentation Thai students in writing English composition. After 
collecting the data, the researcher analyzed the data found qualitatively. 
 
           The researcher found some findings of the research focused on two research questions. 
They are about problems and strategies. The problems faced by Thai students in writing English 
are they did not understand about grammar, lack of vocabulary, and they didn‟t know the 
structure correctly and deeply because they rarely read a book and rarely practice to write in 
English. The the ways to solve the problem are: individual and communal. Individualy the 
students always practiced to write in English whether starting from taking notes or writing a 
diary each day and the students have to read more whether reading books or accessive internet to 
get creative ideas in writing, to get many new vocabularies and know grammar correctly and 
deeply. Communally the students ask their friends to check their writing product to get the 
correct grammar or getting some suggest from their friends to make writing skills develop. 
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             Patani students who wander far away from college at the IAIN Salatiga campus share the 
department the takes, including English language Education, but once I have a lot of problems 
them in writing skill. I will try to research them as a work of my thesis to find out the problem 
found in them, and hopefully, this paper will be able to improve and help them writing skill. 
A. Background of the Study  
 Learning English is not easy many people hold the view that it is. Indeed, the writer of a 
popular book on the history of English “says that English”. Has a grammar of great ease. But if 
you have read the Thai language, it will be clear that I have a different opinion. My goal has 
been to show, not always so seriously, that English is in fact full of difficulties to the non-native 
speaker. Indeed, the biggest book of English grammar. But individuals have a need to succeed in 
English communication in real life situations such as in academic, restitution or work, language 
efficacy can be careful as one of the next important tools. The explanations from the first group 
of theorists are about how the brain processes language to acquire, use, and understand language. 
It is possible to make a grammatical and meaningful sentence out of vocabulary and grammatical 
structures, as well as the processes that make it possible to understand notes, words, text, etc. 
(Mitchell, R. and Myles, F.1998). 
In the age of globalization, English has played a gradually important role as the medium 
of communication among people from different non-English speaking countries and Thailand is 
no exception. English is no longer a mere subject to be learnt in the classroom but also medium 
for social and practical use (Foley,2005). Therefore, English has come to be careful globally as 
the international or global language. The main use of English language is it helps Thai students 
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in getting great job, improve communication skills and others. Eid & Jordan- Damschot 
(1989) stated that student‟s language ability is also connected to academic success. The main 
goal of the English courses on offer is to develop students‟ communicative ability in both 
academic and non-academic English. In doing so, language learners are expected to be able to 
efficiently express themselves in the target language and successfully communicate in real-life 
situations ( Lightbrown & Spada, 1999 ). 
According to Boonyakarn (1991), Thai students are expected to be able to communicate 
well in English but they have problem to differentiate English pronunciation from Thai language. 
They also still meet problems of difficulties in their face to face oral communication although 
they use English most of the time in the classroom. According to Yarnruksa (1997), this may be 
partly due to a lack of confidence in expressing themselves in English. There are many solutions 
that might help Thai students to solve their problems in learning English. 
It was found that the most serious English problem reported by the Thai students was 
speaking skills and this finding is similar to a research by Attapol KhamKhien (2010). Other 
problems revealed in this study were reading skills, listening skills and the least difficult skills is 
writing skills. Besides that, they also have problem in pronunciation. Some sounds are difficult 
for Thai learners to produce. The English final consonant may be the most difficult part of the 
word for Thais to pronounce. Moreover, Thai students also have intonation problems. Thai 
language does not use intonation to differentiate questions and statements. Factors that affecting 
Thai students faced problems in learning English are they do not choose to learn English because 
they find the subject matter boring and they also did not have chance to use English in their daily 
lives. In country area, the facility is not enough and teacher in Thailand keep pronounce English 
word using Thai style. 
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In spite of these difficulties, students at all educational levels need to improve their 
writing because it is one of the most useful and effective tools in global communication. Writing 
is an important aspect of thinking and learning at the academic or tertiary level (Hammann, 
2005). In addition, writing is a means of communication that enables individuals to share ideas, 
defend opinions, and express emotions (White & Arndt, 1991). Furthermore, writing is an 
important tool that allows students to learn more effectively, and to surge their understanding of 
what they have been taught (Voon Foo, 2007). Mohamed and Zouaoui (2014) also stated that 
writing is a vital skill, and that the development of their writing skills and an increase in their 
confidence in terms of expressing themselves in written English may lead to professional 
opportunities in the future, as well as vesting learners to take on new roles as peoples within the 
community. In Thailand, for example, English writing courses have been if for Thai students to 
enroll in by most of the universities as both necessary and elective courses. However, the use of 
English is very limited in classroom in which teachers focused on dealing with marking and 
correcting students‟ writing assignments. The problems of Thai EFL students when conducting 
self-assessment in writing include lacking language skill, L1 interference, limitation of time, and 
bias which influence students to satisfy with their first draft and believed that any change was not 
required. 
Conventional wisdom has it that communicative competence in a language is the ultimate 
goal of any language instruction programs. In order for the second language (L2) learner to 
develop communicative ability, he/she must have as a solid foundation grammatical competence. 
Indeed, grammar is a sine qua non of effective language use; without grammar the L2 learner 
cannot develop higher skills of language use such as writing and formal speech (Andrews, 2003; 
Borg, 1998; Borg & Burns, 2008; Ellis, 2006; Graus & Coppen, 2015). However, Thai students 
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at all levels of education appear to be unable to communicate well in English. The problem of 
low English ability among Thai students is publicly known as reported through scores of such 
consistent tests as TOEFL, TOEIC and IELTS and local English tests such as the O-NET exam 
for college-bound students. The dismal knowledge of English is a serious anxiety among 
educators, prospective employers or even among students themselves. This concern over low 
English proficiency is compounded by the fact that laypersons, meeting the word grammar, are 
misled into believing that it is a hindrance to one's willingness to communicate in an L2, 
especially given real-life communicative situations where grammar seems to play almost no role 
in getting one's message across. 
Thai grammar is very different to English because Thai is an uninflected language. So, 
nouns and verbs do not change their forms for number, gender, case or person. Instead distinct 
words are used.  The use of inflections is there for confusing for Thai learners. Also, within the 
subject-verb –object structure the subject and object structure the subject and object are often left 
out in Thai. Often students apply this to English so sentence is rendered objectless or subject 
less. There are no articles in Thai noun phrases so objective occur after a modified noun. Many 
Thai student suffer from the learning method accepted by the education system. Students tend to 
focus much of their attention on memorization of grammar rules and vocabulary. Therefore, 
students have better reading and writing skills than oral and listening skills. Patient all-out 
student talk time will help to re-balance this issue. These are some of the problems facing Thai 
learners of English.  
As one of the components in learning a language, Yang and Dai (2012:56) defined that 
vocabulary is the most substantial component and seems to be important. Further, the more 
learners know the meaning of vocabulary the easier to learn that language (Yang & Dai, 
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2012:57). One subgroup of language learning is vocabulary learning strategies. Vocabulary 
learning strategy is defined as what the learner does to reach the meaning of the new words, hold 
these words in long term memory, recall them when comprehension is used in producing 
language (Ruutmets, 2005:79). Vocabulary is like keyword to learn a language to be successful 
and learners can improve their language competence by developing their ability to use 
Vocabulary learning strategies. 
Spelling is combinations of letters forming the whole word correctly. Spelling becomes 
an important thing in writing because it can influence the meaning of word itself. It can influence 
the meaning of a message because the message in writing is delivered in a composition of words 
that form a sentence, and words are formed from spelling letter. From those reasons, the students 
should be able to master spelling well 2 and be careful in using spelling. If students spelled the 
words differently whether in spoken or written, they not are able to communicate properly. 
Therefore, knowing and using the correct spelling can make a good communication between the 
writers and the readers, especially between the teachers and the students to understand the 
messages that have been explained by the teachers. It is important for a student to know how to 
spell English words correctly. Therefore, correct spelling of vocabulary is important to convey 
the future meaning (Corder, 1981:76). A student who does not know how to spell English words 
correctly he commits spelling errors that can cause misunderstanding to the message. In other 
words, poor spelling can impede educational achievement, employ opportunity, interpersonal 
relationship, and self-esteem (Moats, 1991) Moreover, spelling, in particular, is one of many 
English writing problems of students to encounter, including in senior high school. Highlights 
misspellings are not found only in lower levels but also in high levels (Nangam, 2005). 
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The other problems of learning spelling are, that the students are confused between 
writing or speaking. Because there were a lot of sounds and letters. There are sounds (44 
phonemes) than letters (26 letters) so, a grapheme can correspond to many phonemes in English 
(Cook, 2004). It can make the students difficult to differentiate them even when they were 
written. If the students do not have good spelling in written, the students will write the word like 
what they listen. However, English pronunciation is different from the written forms. So, there 
are many errors are in writing that suitable with the spellings. It can make the students confused 
in writing. They cannot express their ideas because they cannot spell words correctly. This case 
makes students hard to understand well about spelling English words. 
Thai students at State Institute of Salatiga also get some difficulties in learning English 
writing, because Thai students have some weaknes in English leaning about grammar, 
vocabulary, graphic syntax. Thai students still get same problems in learning English writing. 
Therefore, the write words to research about 
 “The problems faced by Thai students in writing English composition at IAIN Salatiga”  
B. Limitation of the Problems 
The subject of the study is the Thai students who are study English in the English 
Department at state Institute for Islamic Studies (IAIN) Salatiga. There are six students, three 
students from second semester and three students from sixth semester. And the subject is chosen 
to get the information or analysis about problems of learning English writing of Thai students.  
C. Research Problem  




1. What are the problems faced by Thai students in writing English composition at IAIN 
Salatiga? 
2. How Thai students try to solve the problem in writing English composition at IAIN 
Salatiga? 
D. Object of the Study   
 There are some objectives of this study, the objective of the research as follow; 
1. To find out and describe the problems to make difficulties of Thai students in learning 
English writing at State Islamic Institute of Salatiga.  
2. To know the student‟s strategy to solve the problem in writing.   
E. Benefit of the Study  
 The result of this research is expected to give benefit theoretically and practically:  
1. Theoretically  
a. The result of this research can be used as a reference for further research. 
b. The research of this can add knowledge to readers about English writing of English 
department in Salatiga in Academic year 2019/2020 (case study in IAIN Salatiga).  
2. Practically  
From this study, it is expected that the results of the research can give 
contribution to the improvement of the effective English teaching leaning process in 
general by knowing student‟problem, especially fir foreign students. The result of this 
research can be used by lecturers. Students and another researcher. 
a. For the lecture, lecture can know the students‟ anxiety when they learn about writing 
as foreign language. Moreover, when the lecture faces the foreign students, they have 
to explain slowly clearly to speak either second or foreign language. They also can 
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choose appropriate technique for both domestic students and international students. 
Thus, lecture has preparation to face the international students before enter the class. 
b. For foreign students, they can prepare the strategies that must be done before face the 
foreign language. Even though their anxiety is always felt when they are studying 
foreign language. Even though their anxiety will be reduced as long as they do the 
strategies. For domestic students, they can study each other with international 
students. It aims to motivate the international students to get understand easily from 
lectures‟ explanation. They will not be nervous as long as they can cooperate well.  
c. For other researcher, this result of the research hoped can be used as the reference for 




F. Definition of Key Terms 
1. The problems faced by Thai students  
Thailand learners need their English to sound as native-like a possible which is a prestige. 
Thailand student tend to adopt negative characteristics which involve negative attitudes 
towards English, specially, being afraid of making mistakes.  
2. Writing  
Brown (2001, p.336) claims that writing is a thinking process. Moreover, he states that 
writing can be planned and given with an unlimited number revision before its release. In 
this writing activity students are required to master grammar, vocabulary and punctuation. 
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Besides that, Harmer (2001, p. 79) states that the students are expected to be able to present 
their ideas and feeling in the written form. 
G. Graduating Paper Organization  
The research is divided into five chapters, the organization of this research as follow:  
Chapter I is Introduction. This chapter presents background to the research, research 
question, objective of the study, benefit of the study, definition of key terms and 
graduating paper organization. 
Chapter II is Theoretical review. It consists of supporting theories, 
Chapter III is Research Methodology. This chapter will discuss research methods, 
setting of the research, the subject of the study and data collection method. 
Chapter IV is Research finding and data analysis. It consists of the research finding and 
discussion. 
Chapter V is Closure. This chapter consists of conclusions and suggestion. The last part 















REVIEW OF RELATED LITURATURE 
            This chapter discusses about literatures used in this study. To make the lituratures 
relevant to the study, the researcher reviews references concerning writing and as reviews 
the previous research findings. 
C. Writing  
1. The definition of writing  
According to Brown (2004: 336), writing is a thinking activity. It is means that 
writing is a process of putting ideas on a paper. Other opinion according to Raimes 
(1983: 76), writing is a skill to express ideas, feeling which is to be arranged in word, 
sentences and paragraph. So, writing is an activity which putting an ideas, opinion 
and argument to express someone feeling. Writing has a purpose to express about 
something and to communicate with other.  
 According to Similarly, Negari (2011) state that writing is a complex process 
connecting a number of cognitive and metacognitive elements, for example; thinking, 
planning, outing, drafting and revision. From that view, it can be assumed that 
writing is not only complicated but also difficult to teach where we need to master 
grammatical and other components. 
 According to Harmer (2004) states that writing has mechanical components like 
other skills such as: handwriting, spelling, punctuation, and good sentence patterns, 
paragraphs, and texts. Teachers who teach writing are aware that students must have 
skilled mastery of the intended component before moving on to the writing process 
its Writing is one of those four language skills, which is used as one medium to 
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communicate with others, in academic field, as well as in daily life. Langan (2001) 
stated that writing is a process of discovery that includes a series of steps of 
practices. Therefore, the assumption that writing is a „natural gift‟ should not be 
considered, since writing is a skill that can be trained.  
 Writing has always been seen as an important skill in English language 
achievement. This importance is due to the fact that it reinforces grammatical 
structures and vocabulary that teachers strive to teach their students. It is the area in 
which learners need to be presented suitable time to develop their writing skill. 
2. The steps of Mastering Writing 
 According to Boadman and Frydenberg (2002; 11-30), good writers think, plan, 
write a draft, think, rewrite, think and rewrite until they are satisfied. Writing is a 
continuous process of thinking and organizing, rethinking and reorganizing. Good 
writers go through six basic steps. Each step can be repeated as many times as 
necessary. The six steps are: 
a. Assessing the Assignment  
 Every college or university class is going to have writing assignments with 
difference purposes, so the first step in the writing process is to understand 
exactly what the professor wants on a particular assignment. Another important 
is to know the source of information. The source of information should be ideas, 
knowledge and thoughts. 
b. Generating Ideas  
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 The purpose of this step is to think a certain topic and generate as many 
ideas as possible. There are many ways to do this two of the most effective are 
brainstorming and free writing. 
c. Brainstorming  
1) The purpose of brainstorming is to think about and write down a lot of 
ideas. It can be done individually or in groups. And it is important to note 
all the ideas. This is not time to evaluate how good or bad they are. 
3. The Purpose of writing  
 Easy activity has a purpose, so do writing. Writing also has a purpose. According 
to while (1986: 18) writing means learning, because of that writing has several other 
purposes for students in writing or it also called several other functions of students. 
They are: 
a. Writing can improve the student academic performance. 
b. Writing allows a writer to create and maintain a wanted image of him or herself 
in the eyes of possible and current owners. 
c. Writing improves personal and community relationship.  
 
4. The Characteristic of Good Writing  
A good writing is a product of careful thinking. There are several 
characteristics of good writing. According to Brown (2004: 246), some elements 
in good writing are content, organization, vocabulary, syntax and mechanic. Good 




Writing must convey the logical development of ideas. Essay address the 
given topic; the idea is concrete and toughly developed no unnecessary 
material essay reflects Brown (2004: 244).  
b. Organization  
The writing must consist of introduction, body and conclusion. 
Appropriate title, effective introductory paragraph, topic is stated, leads to 
body, transitional expressions used, arrangement of material shows plan, 
conclusion logical and complete Brown (2004: 245). 
c. Grammar  
Writing should use correct for relative clause, native-like fluency in 
English Grammar: Prepositions, models articles, verb, forms and tense 
sequencing, no fragments or run-on sentences Brown (2004: 245). 
 
d. Mechanic  
Writing must use good spelling, punctuations and use correct of English 
writing conversation, left and right margins, all needed capitals, paragraph 
and intended Brown 2004:245). 
e. Style 
Writing should engage is reader through original insight and precise 
Brown 2004: 245). 
5. Types of Writing Performance 




To produce written language, the learner must attain skills in the 
fundamental, basic tasks of writing letters, words, punctuation, and very brief 
sentences. This category includes the ability to spell correctly and to perceive 
phoneme-grapheme correspondences in the English spelling system. It is a 
level at which learners are trying to master the mechanics of writing. At this 
stage, form is the primary if not exclusive focus, while context and meaning 
are of secondary concern. 
b. Intensive (controlled) 
Beyond the fundamentals of imitative writing are skills in producing 
appropriate vocabulary within a context, collocation and idioms, and correct 
grammatical features up to the length of a sentence. Meaning and context are 
of some importance in determining correctness and appropriateness, but most 
assessment tasks are more concerned with a focus on form, and are rather 
strictly controlled by the test design. 
c. Responsive 
Here, assessment tasks require learners to perform at a limited discourse 
level, connecting sentences into a paragraph and creating a logically 
connected sequence of two or three paragraphs. Tasks respond to pedagogical 
directives, lists of criteria, outlines, and other guidelines. Genres of writing 
include brief narratives and descriptions, short reports,lab reports, summaries, 
brief responses to reading, and interpretations of charts or graphs. Under 
specified conditions, the writer begins to exercise some freedom of choice 
among alternative forms of expression of ideas. The writer has mastered the 
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fundamentals of sentence-level grammar and is more focused on the 
discourse conventions that will achieve the objectives of the written text. 
Form-focused attention is mostly at the discourse level, with a strong 
emphasis on context and meaning. 
d. Extensive 
Extensive writing implies successful management of all the processes and 
strategies of writing for all purposes, up to the length of an essay, a term 
paper, a major research project report, or even a thesis. Writers focus on 
achieving a purpose, organizing and developing ideas logically, using details 
to support or illustrate ideas, demonstrating syntactic and lexical variety, and 
in many cases, engaging in the process of multiple drafts to achieve a final 
product. Focus on grammatical form is limited to occasional editing or 
proofreading of a draft.  
6. The Characteristic of Good Writing  
A good writing is a product of careful thinking. There are several characteristics 
of good writing. According to Brown (2004: 246), some elements in good writing are 
content, organization, vocabulary, syntax and mechanic. Good writing must express 
as follow: 
a. Content 
 Writing must convey the logical development of ideas. Essay address the 
assigned topic; the idea is concrete and toughly developed no extraneous 
material essay reflects Brown (2004: 244).  
b. Organization  
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 The writing must consist of introduction, body and conclusion. 
Appropriate title, effective introductory paragraph, topic is stated, leads to body, 
transitional expressions used, arrangement of material shows plan, conclusion 
logical and complete Brown (2004: 245). 
 
c. Grammar  
 Writing should use correct for relative clause, native-like fluency in 
English Grammar: Prepositions, models articles, verb, forms and tense 
sequencing, no fragments or run-on sentences Brown (2004: 245). 
d. Mechanic  
 Writing must use good spelling, punctuations and use correct of English 
writing conversation, left and right margins, all needed capitals, paragraph and 
intended Brown 2004:245). 
e. Style 
 Writing should engage is reader through original insight and precise 
Brown 2004: 245). 
7. The technique of Writing  
 According to Harmer (2004: 31), said that writing inspires students to focus on 
accurate language use and it will provoke language development as they resolve 
problems which the writing puts into their minds. By teaching writing, it will give an 
influence for the students to communicate through written. In Indonesia, teaching 
writing is still can be found in many schools, because it is a part of curriculum in the 
school. However, the students are still difficulty in writing. According to Ariyanti 
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(2016: 263), stated that teaching writing has its own challenges because there are 
some steps and requirements that teachers should prepare to teach in the classroom. 
In teaching writing the teachers have to prepare a lesson plan. Based on the syllabus 
in Senior High School at the first grade, the students are taught some kinds of text. 
One of texts is descriptive text. 
Marhaeni (2005) states that success motivation is built from the readiness of 
individuals to receive new things. In this case, those new things are feedback given 
by the students themselves, guidance from their peers, and the teacher along the 
learning process. Students having high motivation will exploit the feedback to 
improve their achievement and reach their excellent goal in learning. Motivation for 
writing in the classroom can be developed in several ways, such as hopeful the 
students to have clear and specific goals in their learning and provide activities that 
are interesting in terms of students‟ skills. 
Gerlach & Ely (1980:187) argue “The effective teacher has a crowd of techniques 
and must be prepared to select the ones which will be most efficient in leading the 
learner to desire terminal behavior”. This statement is supported by Elbow (1998), he 
states that the best way to improve our writing is to do free writing exercises 
routinely. 
Free writing technique means you write whatever comes to your mind and your 
feelings. It can take you a lot of places. Free writing is a prewriting technique in 
which a person writes continuously for a set period of time without referring to 
spelling, grammar, or topic. It produces raw, often unusable material, but helps 
writers overcome blocks of apathy and self-criticism. Free writing is a way to get 
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ideas. When you free write, you choose a topic, and then you sit down and write 
whatever sentences come into your mind about the topic, don‟t worry about 
grammar, spelling, or punctuation, and don‟t worry about putting the ideas in order. 
8. Process of Writing  
Writing is not only oriented on product, but it is also on the process. There are 
four steps of writing process which is stated by Harmer (2004: 4) “planning, drafting, 
editing (reflecting and revising) and final draft.” The steps of process writing are 
explained as follows: 
a. Planning 
  Before starting to writer or type, the writers try and decide what is they are 
going to say. For some writers, perhaps they have to make detail note.  
  When planning, the writers have to think about three main issues. In the 
first, they have to consider the purpose of the writing. Secondly, the writers think 
of the audience. They choose of language (formal or informal). Thirdly, the 
writers have to consider the content structure of the piece. They decided the facts, 
ideas, arguments will be included. Planning will help you as a writer. It will give 
shape to your task; it will break it down into discrete stages so that you do not feel 
you are setting out toward some impossibly distant final goal; it will enable you to 
measure your progress. Planning will also help your reader. 
b. Drafting  
  The next step is drafting. The writer can refer to the first version of a piece 
of paper as a draft. This draft at a text is often done in the statement that it will be 
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corrected later. As the writing process proceeds into editing, a number of drafts 
may be produced on the way to final version.  
c. Editing (Reflecting and revising) 
  The written has been produced by writer, it will be revised if the 
information is not clear, ambiguous or confusing. The writer checks for good 
form, organization, grammar, punctuation and spelling. The writer will be helped 
by reader who comment and make suggestions. 
d. Final Version 
  The writers have edited their draft, making the changes what they needed. 
They produce their final version. Perhaps it looks much different from both the 
original plan and the first draft, because things have changed in the editing 
process. However, the writers are now ready to send the written text to audience. 
The writers might decide to represent these stages in the following way: 
“planning-drafting-editing - final draft”. 
Brown (2001: 335) stated that the process appropriate to writing 
instruction. The instructions are mentioned as follows:  
1) Focus on the process of writing that leads to final written product. 
2) Help student writers to understand their own composing process. 
3) Help them to build repertoires of strategies for prewriting, drafting and 
rewriting. 
4) Give students time to write and rewrite. 
5) Place central importance on the process of revision.  
6) Let student discover what they want to say as they write. 
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7) Give students feedback throughout the composing process (not just on the 
final product) as they attempt to bring their expression closer and closer to 
intention. 
8) Encourage feedback from both the instructor and peers. 
9) Include individual conferences between teacher and student during the 
process of composition. 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that the writer needs a 
process to achieve a good result.  
9. The stages of Writing  
There are some stages of writing as follow:  
a. Prewriting  
 Prewriting can take a variety of forms. For many peoples it looks like 
journaling, brainstorming, clustering, note-taking and/or outlining. Strong 
writers practice using each of these forms to determine which work best for 
them.  Often the writer needs to do some reading before write on topic the 
writer learning about. 
b. Drafting 
 Journaling, rapid composing, stream of conscious writing. 
c. Revising  
 The word revision means to “re-see”. During revision the writer consider 
about writing form audience‟s point of view. When you revise, you must look 
at the parts of your essay to ensure that they work together to support the 




 There are some kinds of editing. They are teacher-editing, peer-editing, 
conferencing, self-editing and spell-check. It is almost impossible to write a 
perfect paragraph on the first draft. Perhaps the order of information is not 
clear or the discourse marker is wrong. The way to revise and improve the 
first draft is called editing. Writers edit their own or their peer‟s work for 
grammar, spelling, punctuation, diction, sentence structure, and accuracy of 
supportive textual material such as questions, examples and the like in this 
case. The writer can consider some steps for editing, those are follows: 
1) Add new ideas to support the topic. 
2) Cross out sentence that do not support the topic. 
3) Change the order of the sentences. 
4) Using the following checklist to revise your paragraph; 
5) Make sure you have a topic sentence 
6) Cross out sentences that do not relate to the main 
7) Check to see if the sentences are in right order 
8) Add new ideas if the support the topic sentences 
9) Make sure you have included signal words to help guide the reader,and 
check the punctuations, spelling and grammar. 
e. Evaluating 
 There are some ways to evaluate our writing. Evaluating through 





 After evaluating the result of writing, we have to post our writing. We can 
choose some of post writing, such as presenting, publishing, displaying, 
entering contest and posting. (CVUHSD Writing Handbook). 
 
10. Notion of Good Writing  
 Writing is said as a good writing if a writer composes a text with consider the 
content, organization, grammar, style and mechanics (Brown, 2001: 335).  
According to Haris (1996: 68), there are five general compositions in a good 
writing, as follows: 
a. Content: the content of the writing, the ideas that is expressed. Content is 
good or not development of students‟ idea in writing. The topic is relevant or 
not. 
b. Form: writing should contain logical connection and transition. 
c. Grammar: grammar is important in a good writing. Grammar means the rules 
which structure a language. The writer should use the rules of grammar to 
produce a good writing. 
d. Style: the choice of structures and uses language effectively create a beautiful 
written and good to be read. 
e. Mechanics: writing should use a good accuracy in spelling, punctuation and 
capitalization. 
Based on the explanation above, the writer should write clearly in order the 
reader understand about the text. 
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11. Element of Good Writing  
According to Oshima and Hogue (2006: 18-21) there are two elements of a 
good paragraph in writing: 
 
a. Unity  
 An important element of good paragraph in unity. Unity means that a 
paragraph discusses one and only one main idea from beginning to end. The 
second part of unity is that every supporting sentence must directly explain or 
prove the main idea.  
b. Coherence  
 Another element of a good paragraph is coherence. For coherence in 
writing, the sentence must hold together, that is the movement from one 
sentence to the next must be logical and smooth. There must be no sudden 
jumps. Each sentence should flow smoothly into the next one. 
12. The strategy of Writing  
The concepts of writing strategies are explained differently by a number of 
researchers and scholars. Academically, writing strategies refer to techniques 
that language learners or writers use to control while writing and use to improve 
their piece of writing via three main steps: planning, drafting/writing, and 
revising (Raimes, 2005). With regard to writing strategies, Cohen (1998) defined 
a strategy as a process which is intentionally selected by learners, and which 
results in actions taken to enhance the learning or the use of the foreign 
language, through the storage, retention, recall, and application of information 
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about the language. In addition, researchers and writing experts have identified 
four to eight stages of the writing process. Arndt (1987) maintains that writing 
strategies consist of eight main categories: planning, global planning, rehearsing, 
repeating, re-reading, questioning, revising, and editing. 
13. Genres of Writing 
  According to Brown, there are three main genres of writing: 
a. Academic Writing: papers and general subject report, essays,compositions, 
academically focused journal, short-answer test responses, technical reports, 
theses, dissertasions. 
b. Job-related Writing: messages, letters or e-mails, memos, reports,schedules, 
labels, signs, advertisements, anouncements, manuals. 
c. Personal Writing: letters, e-mails, greeting cards, invitations, messages, notes, 
calendar entries, shopping lists, reminders, financial documents,forms, 
questionnaires, medical reports, imigration document, diaries,personal 
journals, fiction. 
D. Review of Previous Research 
The first previous of study has been done by Ni Ketut Ayu Widianingsih. 
Grammatical rule is among other difficulties found in the process of learning other 
languages. This truth also applies to those who are studying English in different levels of 
education. Second language learners usually make mistakes in certain grammatical rules. 
This research aimed to identify and analyze such grammatical difficulties in order to give 
a contribution to the study of linguistics and help teachers in identifying grammatical 
errors commonly made by second language learners of English. The data taken for the 
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purpose of this research were from second language students. The writings of the students 
were copied both from them and from their teachers to be analyzed. Reading the papers 
to find grammatical errors was the first thing to do. After featuring those mistakes, the 
next step was to take notes on the kinds of the errors found. This led the present 
researchers to group the data into smaller classifications, based on the characteristics the 
data showed. The data were then analyzed in details in order to answer the research 
question. The result of this research shows that the major kinds of errors made by the 
students are related to plural markers, articles, verbs, and tenses. Hopefully these findings 
would be beneficial to those studying and teaching English to foreign language learners. 
 The second previous of study has been done by Ibrahim Mohamed Alfaki.  The 
aim of this study is to identify university students‟ writing problems in English language 
and to suggest ways of solving those problems. The study was conducted in the Teachers‟ 
College, and the College of Education, Nile Valley University, North Sudan in 2014. The 
research method used was the descriptive research method. A sample of 20 English 
language students were selected using a simple random sampling procedure. They were 
instructed to write a composition of about 250 -300 words on “A description of my own 
home town/village”. The students‟ compositions were reviewed twice by 10 English 
language instructors. The aim was to identify the errors and mistakes made by the 
students. The findings reveal that those university students have various writing 
problems: language problems at the levels of morphology and syntax; usage errors, and 
mechanical mistakes, that is, spelling, punctuation and capitalization, lack of several 
writing development skills, cognitive problems and graph motor problems. In the light of 
these findings a number of references have been made: It is always helpful to tell learners 
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to revise their written work aloud. When they speak, they will make natural silences and 
this will help them in punctuation. Spelling mistakes can be corrected by using 
dictionaries or spell managers. Usage mistakes and grammar mistakes will eventually 
disappear, if the students read extensively in English. Key Words: writing problems, 
grammar mistakes, usage mistakes, mechanical mistakes. 
The third research has been done by Aws Muayad Mahdi. English grammar 
learning was still a complex issue for Iraqi students. Despite the many studies examined 
in this case. But there are many aspects that have not yet been explained. Given the 
importance of this aspect in learning English. Therefore, this research aims to find these 
problems and try to interpret them and find possible solutions. Through this study we will 
learn about the errors that made by the students of the University of Technology, 
Department of Materials Production in their writings. These errors will be secret and it 
will identify the reasons for such errors in the writings of students. 
In short, for the same thing of research of these three researchers are this study 
was conducted to find out the difficulties on students‟ writing, compared to the previous 
studies above, this research has some differences from the previous ones such as the 
subject of the research in which researcher examines about students‟ writing problems in 
English language. And the propose of the research, that is to find out whether students‟ 
incomprehension about grammar. Based on the result of the data, the more factors faced 
by the students, the more frequency of errors on writing occurred. Therefore, the teacher 







             This chapter present the research design, the subject of the research, technique of the 
data collection and technique of analyzing the data. 
E. Research Aprroach and Method  
 According to Crotty, research methodology is a comprehensive strategy that 
outlines our choice and use of specific methods relating them to the expected outcomes, 
but the choice of research methodology is based upon the type and features of the 
research problem. 
 In this research, the writer uses descriptive qualitative to collect data and present 
the research. The research intends to collect information about anxiety in developing 
English writing skill of Thai students of English Education Department IAIN Salatiga in 
the academic year 2019/2020. 
 The writer conducts the research using qualitative method. The purpose is to solve 
the problem.  
 Qualitative research is a holistic approach that involves discovery. Qualitative 
research is also described as a telling model that occurs in a natural setting that allows the 
researcher to develop a level of detail from high connection in the actual experiences 
(Creswell, 1994). One identifier of a qualitative research is the social phenomenon being 
studied from the participant‟s viewpoint. There are different types of research designs 
that use qualitative research techniques to frame the research approach. As a result, the 
different techniques have a dramatic effect on the research strategies explored. 
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 The goal of descriptive research is to describe a phenomenon and its 
characteristics. This research is more concerned with what rather than how or why 
something has happened. Therefore, observation and survey tools are often used to gather 
data (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). In such research, the data may be collected qualitatively, 
but it is often analyzed quantitatively, using frequencies, sections, averages, or other 
statistical analyses to determine relationships. Qualitative research, however, is more 
holistic and often involves a rich collection of data from many sources to gain a deeper 
understanding of individual participants, including their opinions, perspectives, and 
attitudes. Qualitative research collects data qualitatively, and the method of analysis is 
also primarily qualitative. 
F. The Subjects of the Research  
This research has conducted and evaluated the total of six students, they all 
female students. All six of them study English in English department at state institute for 
Islamic studies (IAIN) of Saltiga. Six students graduated from Azizstan foundation 
schoolin science-mathematics. By the way, Azizstan foundation school has two 
curriculums. The first is science-mathematics curriculum. It learn English subject three 
times perweek and the second is arts-languages curriculum. It learn English subject eight 
times perweek. 
 
G. Technique of the Data Collection 
 The research used purposive sampling technique, Bungin (92011) state that 
purposively are a strategy that is most common in qualitative research, which was to 
determine the group of participants who become informants selected according to certain 
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that are relevant to specific research problems. For example, students, employees and 
others. Example of the use of purposive sampling are to use the key person. 
 Massive size, individual key person/information who may not be given predefined 
before the collection of data, depending on the time available resources, as well as the 
research purpose. Therefore, the number of key persons is used as information adapted to 
the social structure of the time of data collection are done. The basis key of this procedure 
is the domination of information from information and logically that he key data in the 
social process. Purposive sample size is often determined. In this research, the research 
used purposive sampling to gain the data that the research needed. 
 The important part of research is data collection. In this stage, the writer must 
collect the information the answer the problem of the research.  In this research, the 
writer use methods by Interview and documentation to collect information data. 
1. Interview 
 Interviews is particularly useful for getting the story behind a participant‟s 
experiences. The interviewer can pursue in-depth information around the topic. 
Interviews may be useful as follow-up to certain respondents to questionnaires, to 
further investigate their responses. (McNamara,1999) 
 According to Bungin (2007:11) detailed interview is a process to find information 
for the purpose of research by face to face questioning between the use of an 
interview guide. 
  According to Sandelowski (2002) meanings that one-to one interview are the 
most usually used data collection tools in qualitative research.  
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 The researcher used semi-structured interview. It was used by the researcher to 
interview the Thai students at IAIN Salatiga in order to get information about writing 
problem. 
2. Documentation  
 Data documentation defined as keeping organized notes on how the data were 
collected, what the resulting data files include and how they were processed. Concise 
and clear documentation helps you as well as present and future users to understand 
the context in which your data were collected. It surges the chance your data can be 
understood and reused. The documentary data are note, recording and photos. 
H. Technique of Analyzing the Data   
1. Collection of Data (Data collection) 
 Data collection is integral part of the data analysis activities. This process is done 
at beginning of the researcher obtained the data from interviews and document. The 
respondings. 
 Data collection activities in this research are interview and document. Then the 
researcher interviewed the six Thai students of English Department in IAIN Salatiga in 
the academic year 2019/2020. 
2. Reduction of Data (Data reduction) 
 According to Sugiyono (2010: 338) theorized that data reduction means 
summarizing, selecting the important ones, focusing on stated topic and deflecting 
unnecessary plan. Thus, the reduction of the data will not clearly give pictures of what 
a researcher really discovers but also simplify the following searches. 
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 After process the data through the techniques above, the data be reduced and be 
organized into same groups. Then, the writers display the data as narrative text and the 
last written make conclusion. 
3. Display Data 
 Data display is the second element or level in Miles and Huberman's (1994) 
model of qualitative data analysis. Data display goes a step beyond data reduction to 
provide "an organized, compressed meeting of information that permits conclusion 
drawing..." A display can be an extended piece of text or a diagram, chart, or matrix 
that provides a new way of arranging and thinking about the more textually fixed data. 
Data displays, whether in word or graphic form, allow the analyst to extrapolate from 
the data enough to begin to discern systematic patterns and interrelationships. At the 
display stage, additional, higher order categories or themes may emerge from the data 
that go beyond those first discovered during the initial process of data reduction. 
4. Verification and Affirmation Conclusion (drawing conclusion and verification) 
 It represents the final activity if the data analysis. Conclusion in the form of 
interpretation activities, namely finding the meaning of the data that has been 
presented. 
5. Coding  
To facilitate the study, the researcher encodes data after identify. According to 
(Moelong, 2009:288) coding is giving a code to very collected data in order to 
facilitate the researcher in investigateing data and knowing the scorce of data. Coding 
could be found in a form of lettering, numbering,symbolling, and other. In this 
researcher use the numbers and letters. Here is the coding of the gaind data. 
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Coding of subject 
                                                          Table.3.1 
NO Name  Codes 
1 Sareena Yusoh  SY  
2 Nureeyah Tayeh NT 
3 Aifa Panoh AP 
4 Muna Wayeng MW 
5 Suroiya Taleh ST 




















FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
            In this section, the researcher demonstrated research findings and their interpretations to 
answer the problems started in the first chapter.  
A. Research Findings 
            In this part, the writer is going to discuss the finding of the research from the 
very beginning until the end. To understand deeper, the writers describe each 
participant in the research. 
           The first is SY, she is 22 years old. She and five of her family members were 
born in Pattani, Thailand. Her parents are gardeners (Rubber planters). The highest 
level of education completed by her parents was junior high school and she also 
mentioned that her family status is medium. She speaks Malay language at home. She 
has never gone for hanging out with her family because she lived with her aunt and 
grandmother since she was a child. Still, she felt hazardous when she in her country. 
However, she said that her family had no problem with that in Pattani. She starts 
studying English fifteen years ago. She graduated from Azizstan Foundation School in 
Pattani, but she sometimes tried to speak English with her friends at school. She had 
taken English extra course in Pattani once and had been studying English in Pare for 
two weeks. However, she mentioned that her English proficiency was fair compared to 
her classmates at IAIN Salatiga but if compared to native English speakers her English 
was poor, and she knew some about native speakers. She chose to study English 
because she was attractive in the language, culture, needed it for travel, to have a 
friend who spoke the English language, and she enjoyed studying. However, learning 
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English in her native country is important. She decided to study English in Indonesia 
because she wants to study English abroad and Indonesia was one of her choices, also 
because there was someone told her that Indonesia had a good educational system. 
However, her studying English language was one of her dreams and she hoped that 
one day she would become a good English speaker.  
For second is NT, she is 22 years oil. She and eleven of her family members were 
born in Pattani, Thailand. Her father is a gardener (Rubber planter) and her mother is a 
housewife. The highest level of education completed by her parents was grade 10 of 
Sanawi (Islamic Education level), her mother was junior high school and she 
mentioned that her family status is medium. She spoke Pattanian at home. Her family 
seldom goes out for hanging out together (such as go traveling, go to the museum, go 
to sporting, etc.) Nevertheless, she said, “I do not feel safe in my country because the 
Thai army like to hurt Pattanian”. She has been studying English for seventeen years. 
She graduated from Azizstan Foundation School in Pattani, but she had never spoken 
English with her friends at school. She had taken English. She chose the study English 
because she was interested in the language and culture, needed it for travel, to have 
friends who speak the English language, and she enjoyed studying. However, learning 
English in her native country was important. She decided to study English in Indonesia 
because she could learn Indonesia too and she thought that studying abroad was 
different from studying from Thailand, nonetheless, she also mentioned that the 
English language would be important when she is in abroad and people usually use the 
English language to communicate.  
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 Following participant is AP, she is 22 years old. She and seven of her family 
members were born in Pattani, Thailand. Her father is a merchant and her mother is a 
housewife. The highest level of education completed by her father was a vocational 
certificate, and her mother was junior high school. She mentioned that her family 
status is medium. She spoke Patanian at home. Her family often goes out for hanging 
out together (such as go traveling, go to the museum, go to sporting, etc.). 
Nevertheless, she said, “I do not feel safe in Pattani because of the conflicts between 
the Thai government and Pattanian”. She has been studying English for seventeen 
years. She graduated from Azizstan Foundation School, only sometime in Pattani, but 
she barely speaks English at school, only sometimes in English class. She ever joined 
the choral speaking camp and won the third prize of choral speaking computation in 
Pattani, and she studied English in Pare for two months. However, she mentioned that 
her English proficiency was poor compared to her classmate at IAIN Salatiga or native 
English speakers, and she only knew a little about native speakers. She chose to study 
English because she was interested in the language, needed it for travel, and she 
enjoyed studying. However, learning English in her native country was important. She 
decided to study English in Indonesia because she could learn both Indonesian and 
English. She liked the English language, and because of IAIN Salatiga was a Muslim 
institution. 
The next is MW, she is 22 years old. She and seven of her family members were 
born in Songkhla, Thailand. Her parents are gardeners. The highest level of education 
completed by her father was junior high school. Her family speaks Pattanian at home. 
Her family hardly goes out for hanging out together (such as fir traveling, go to the 
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museum, go to sporting, etc.). She graduated from Azizstan Foundation School. 
However, she mentioned that her English proficiency was fair compared to her 
classmates at IAIN Salatiga but if compared to native English speakers her English 
was poor, and she knew some about native speakers. She chose to study English 
because she was interested in the language. Needed for her future career, and have 
friends who speak the English language, she like the English language when she learns 
English her feel happy. She chose to study English because she was interested in the 
language. Needed for her future career, and have friends who speak the English 
language, she like the English language when she learns English her feel happy. And 
then fourth is ST, she is 20 years old. She and seven of her family members were born 
in Pattani, Thailand. Her father is a construction contract and her mother is trading in 
Azizstan Foundation School. The high level of education completed by her parents 
was grade junior high school and her father was graduated junior high school and she 
mentioned that her family status is medium. She graduated from Azizstan Foundation 
School in Pattani but she hardly speaks English at school, she mentioned that her 
English proficiency was fair compared to her classmates at IAIN Salatiga but if 
compared to native speakers her English was poor, and she knew some about the 
native speaker. She chose to study English language because the English is the first 
caurse isfun and start to like from elementry school. He like English language. I have 
more than enough options to apply. 
And the last is ME, she is 22 years old. She and eight of her family members were 
born in Songkhla, Thailand. Her father is an Islamic teacher and gradient, her mother 
is a gradient, her family speaks the Thai language at home. Her family goes out for 
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hanging out together (such as for traveling, go to the museum, go to sporting, etc.) 
every holiday. She was studying English for one month. She graduated from Azizstan 
Foundation School, she had ever taken English extra course for a month in Azizstan 
foundation school, she mentioned that her English proficiency was poor compared to 
her classmates at IAIN Salatiga or English native speakers. She chose to study English 
because English makes her fun and English is the subject that she like when she learns 
English her feel happy. 
B. Discussions  
In this section, the writer would like to explain the reseach data found in the data 
collection method. There are headings which are going to present as follow: 
1. The problems of Thai students in English writing 
For the participant they all know about the language aspect needed in writing but 
they not understand it deeply. This is as said by AP: p.62 
                      “ Of cause, every langguage has different writing principles and English writing 
also has language aspect ”. 
 
According to Harris (1979:68), state that to write well, there are several aspects which 
should be considered by students. First, from he proposes five aspects of writing, 
namely 12 grammar, form, vocabulary, mechanic, and style.  
While according to Asmuti (2002), by mastering writing skill, the writers can 
elaborate their ideas in a systematic preparation. Before writing, the writers need to 
think how the ideas of the writers can be understood by the reader. The writers have to 
use the correct written language, so the reader can understand the ideas of the writer. 
Therefor, the lack of understanding the language aspect need to masters writing 
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English  deeply it is considered a problem and the need to be solved as well, but they 
can improve themselve as said by ST: p.62 
      “I have to read more and use the correct writing structure”. 
 
Meanwhile, all participants have difficulties in writing English.This is as said by 
SY: p. 62  
“Yes I have difficulties in writing English because I don‟t    memorize some 
vocabulary and I don‟t understand grammar or word compilation”.   
        
According to Bryne (1988) divided the problems that make writing difficult into three 
categories. The first is Linguistic Difficulty. Linguistics aspect like grammar, 
vocabulary, language use and choice of sentence in writing must have fully 
monitoring. The second is Physiology Difficulty, which more focuses on the writer‟s 
difficulty because there aren‟t direct interaction and feedback from the reader when 
they are writing. This difficulty more focuses on difficulty in develop written material 
or content of composition. The third is cognitive difficulty. Writing has to be thought 
through formal instruction like spelling, punctuation, capitalization and paragraphing.  
The reason why most of participant get difficulties write in English is because 
they practice to write in English just around 2-3 times per week while the other one as 
said by SY: p.63 
 “if it is during the semester, I have to write almost every day”.  
According to Asmuti (2002), by mastering writing skill, the writers can intricate their 
ideas in a systematic arrangement. Before writing, the writers need to think how the 
ideas of the writers can be understood by the reader. The writers have to use the 
correct written language, so the reader can understand the ideas of the writer.  
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But most of the participants have same steps to write in English is same three 
steps while the other one by ME said: p.63 
 “ I have two steps for my writing, the first step is I should know     the topic 
and the second step is what‟s writen about”.      
According to Boadman and Frydenberg (2002; 11-30), good writers think, plan, write 
a draft, think, rewrite, think and rewrite until they are satisfied.  
Meanwhile, Galbraith and Rijlaarsadam (1999) suggest that argumentative 
writing is difficult 2 even for expert writers due to the innate difficulty of self-
expression and the existence of a set of outside constraints; in an effort to meet the 
external constraints, the writer is likely to forget what he/she needs to write. So that all 
of the participant still have difficulties to write argumentative texts. This is as said by 
SY:p.64 
“I get diifcult to write argumentative and have no creativity in writing”. 
 
Likewise, this group of sentences together discusses one main subject (Walters, 
2000). The several sentences are topic sentence, supporting details and closing 
sentence but if it is only one topic sentence and at least a supporting detail, it is already 
called as a paragraph. All participants knew about the topic sentence, but they all did 
not understand it more deeply. 
Also all of the participant know about supporting ideas but not uderstand deeply. 
Based on Danna (2009), supporting sentences follow the topic sentence in a paragraph. 
Supporting sentences add details to the paragraph by listing; Examples, Steps, 
Reasons, Facts or Quotations. Besides, there are also major and minor details as a 




Studies of the generic structure of English RAs have been pioneered by Swales 
(1981, 1990) within the area of English for Specific Purposes (ESP). These studies 
emphasize the RA organization as reflecting the communicative relationships between 
the writer and the particular community of readers, or discourse community, to whom 
they are reporting and making claims of the significance of their findings. But the most 
of participants said English structure is using 12 tenses while another two said that 
English structure is a simple sentence,compound sentence and complex sentence. 
Between two group they still confused about grammar and structure in English. 
Meanwhile, the most participants make the best structure in English writing while 
two person that don‟t make the best structure in English writing.  
And two participants have same reason there are NT,MW they don‟t understand 
about the structure in English and four another have same reason that the structure in 
writing is important in English writing. This is as said by AP:p.67 
 “Because we must use structure in writing to easier to understand”. 
 
2. The solving problems of Thai students in English writing  
  Mubarok (2012) in his journal stated that Motivation is responsible a people in 
decide or to do something, how long they are willing to sustain the activity, and how 
hard they are going to get it. Motivation is a psychological term which usually refers 
to a feeling of enthusiasm, interest, or commitment that makes somebody wants to do 
something. It can also mean the things that cause such feelings. In general, each person 
has a different way to habbituate to write in English as said by ME said:p.68 
 “I should try to practice writing in English every day which can help when I want 




 On the whole, all of participant have same a reason that writing in English is 
important. This is as by NT said that “ Because English writing is important if we 
wrong write it can changethe meaning”. According to Zulfani (2001), writing can help 
students to make stronger by adding more grammatical structures, idioms, and 
vocabulary, as the important thing in learning a language.  
  Bryne (1988) divided the problems that make writing difficult into three groups. 
The first is Linguistic Difficulty. Linguistics aspect like grammar, vocabulary, 
language use and choice of sentence in writing must have fully monitoring. The 
second is Working Difficulty, which more focuses on the writer‟s difficulty because 
there aren‟t direct interaction and feedback from the reader when they are writing. 
This difficulty more focuses on difficulty in develop written material or content of 
composition. The third is cognitive difficulty. Writing has to be thought through 
formal instruction like spelling, punctuation, capitalization and paragraphing. However, 
all of participant have ways to solve in write in English, and the most participant have 
to memorize some vocabulary and try to understand grammar to develop their English. 
  And participant that invites friends to check them writing, two-person that never 
invited friends to check their writing while the other one always invites to check her 
writing. 
  According to Jordan (1997), writing is often confusing with the process of putting 
words down on paper in the same structure as an outline prepared with suitable style 
and vocabulary the major ideas arranged in some often on the correction of mechanical 
and grammatical errors. Hence, the most participant that corrected by them freinds as 
said by ST said:p.71 
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 “Correct some vocabulary and sugggest the correct grammar”. 
 
  But some participants that not invite their friends to check them writing. This is as 
as by This is as by NT:p.71 
                               “ Because sometimes  I can check it with Google translate”. 
  Furthemore, the most of participants that like write in Narrative text,one person 
that like write in narative and descriptive text while other one likes writing in 
descriptive text. 
  And the most of participants like writing Narrative text because they like telling 
stories. This is as said by MW said:p.72 
                                        „I like telling stories and  easy to write”.  
 
    And the other one like descriptive text becuase it is the easiest writing type for her. 
  According to Dumais (1988), writing in English is meant to fill the gap that exists 
between the ability to express ideas, feelings, opinions. In writing we have to choose 
the good and right words and phrases, and must follow the proper structure. Therefore, 
the most participant tries to use the best word choice because important in reading and 
understand while the other one doesn‟t use the best word choice in her writing because 
she doesn‟t memorize some good and right vocabulary in sentences. 
  However, learning vocabulary is an important and inspirable part of learning a 
language. Whenever we want to communicate with other people using a language, we 
should have mastered a stock of words (vocabulary) related to the topic spoken. So, 
vocabulary is one of the components which support the speaker in communication. In 
other words, vocabulary plays a very important role in developing the four-language 
skill. Hence, most participants have same problem in using the best word choice. This 
is as said by MW:p.74 
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                          ” Because I try to use the best word in my writing but sometimes,      I don‟t 
know some vocabulary that suitable in that sentence”. 
 
  According to Rook, (1990:40) state that, Punctuation mark is a symbol that helps 
the readers in expressing meaning of sentence. We use punctuation to help express our 
meaning. It is not decoration. It is added to piece of writing. It is part of composition 
to leave it out. Punctuation marks are very important in the writing skill. Therefore, all 
participants try to use the best puctuation in their writing. 
  Meanwhile, according to (Evans, 1986:40),The importance of punctuation marks 
are: 1) an aid to understanding a piece of written English as it is read. 2) A means of 
avoiding doubt in expressing meaning and of communicating precisely to the reader 
what is meant by the words selected and put into order (Evans, 1986:40). All of 
participants have the same a reason that puctuation in writig is important because it 
make easier to read and understand.This  is as said by ST:75 
                             “Because using the correct puntuation marks makes it easier         to read and 
understand.” 
 
Owing to writing must convey the logical development of ideas. Essay address 
the assigned topic; the idea is concrete and toughly developed no inessential material 
essay reflects Brown (2004: 244). Therefore, most of the participant have same ways 
to improve the contant in writing. This is as said by ST:p.75 
“ I have to improve my writing, always to practice to write in English and have 
creative ideas to make the contant more intersting”. 
 
  Meanwhile, Heaton (1984:126) states that in writing we need a good idea in 
producing a composition or written material. In other words, if students do not have 
good ideas, they will be bored with it. For writing subject, the students must get ideas 
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about what they have to choose one theme and then decide one topic and also find the 
suitable words to express the ideas. Many students still meeting difficulties in writing 
because it is complex and difficult. In studying English, many students who study in 
the tertiary level still often make many errors in writing although they have learned it 
for many times, even years. Hence, most of the participants said that should read a 
book more to have creative ideas. This is as said by MW:p.76 
 “ We must have true information and have creative ideas and  compile words 
in the sentence correctly”.  
 
 
  According to Jordan (1997), writing is often confusing with the process of putting 
words down on paper in the same structure as an outline prepared with appropriate 
style and vocabulary the major ideas arranged in some often on the correction of 
mechanical and grammatical errors. On the whole, most participants made some 
advancement in writing is ever try to practice by writing note or diary. This is as said 
by AP:p.76 
             “ Ever, I try to use English language with my friends by chatting with friends in 












                        The research concerns several points from finding and discussion about the 
difficulties of writing skill. Chapter V covers the conclusion and suggestion for English 
teacher, students, and other researchers. The following discussion provides the conclusion 
and suggestion:  
C. Conclusion 
Based on data analysis and discussion in the previous chapter, the   researcher 
concluded that:  
1. The problems faced by Thai students in writing English composition are in non-
linguistics and linguistics. Non-linguistically it is caused by the fact that students 
rarely read books so it makes them not understand about grammar, lack of 
vocabulary, not comprehend the structure correctly and deeply and also makes them 
have no creative ideas in writing. They rarely use English in everyday life, it makes 
them get weakness and lack of vocabulary in the English language, and they rarely 
practice to write in English.  
2. The strategies used to solve the problems faced by Thai students in writing English 
composition are: in individual and communal. Individually the students have always 
practice to write in English whether starting from taking notes or writing a diary each 
day. In addition the students have to read through internet to get creative ideas in 
writing, to get many new vocabularies and knows grammar or structure correctly and 
deeply. Communally  the students ask their friends to check their writing to get the 
correct grammar to get some suggestion to make their writing skill develop.   
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D.  Suggestion 
 Based on the conclusions of the study some suggestions could be given for 
students, teachers, and researches as follows: 
1. For English Teacher  
 For the English teacher should be good facilitators and motivators to the students‟ 
interest in learning English. Based on the result of the study, the students had problems 
in writing English. The teacher should give special exercise to improve the students 
writing. Besides that, English teachers should give additional homework to the 
students. 
2. For Students 
a. The students should be given high motivation in learning English, especially in 
mastering grammar to make good and right sentences in English. 
b. The students should master the principles of writing to apply it in the sentences 
easier. 
c. The students should improve their memorization of vocabulary. It   would help 
them to use the suitable words in the sentences. 
3. Foe the Other Researchers 
       Some suggestions could be done by the next researchers as follows: 
a. This study focuses on the problems in writing English. The result of this study 
does not expose other aspects. Therefore, it is suggested to expose the problem in 
writing English.  
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b. Suggestion for the future researcher the writer hopes the future researcher develop 
this study by conduct the research about the problem in English writing because 
could help the students to understand about writing skill. 
c. The researcher suggests to the other researcher that in conducting descriptive 
research is should be more than two or three times. The time conduct research 
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